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In this paper we study the combined optimal dividend, capital injection and reinsurance problems in a dynamic
setting. The reinsurance premium is assumed to be calculated via the variance principle instead of the expected
value principle. The proportional and fixed transaction costs and the salvage value at bankruptcy are included in
themodel. In both cases of unrestricted dividend rate and restricted dividend rate, we obtain the closed-form so-
lutions of the value function and the optimal joint strategies, which depend on the transaction costs and the prof-
itability in future.
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1. Introduction

The classical optimal dividend problem for an insurance company
consists in finding a dividend payment strategy that maximizes the
total expected discounted dividends until the bankruptcy time.Much re-
search on this issue has been carried out for various surplus process
models. See, Asmussen and Taksar (1997), Gerber and Shiu (2006),
Avram et al. (2007), Belhaj (2010), and Azcue andMuler (2012). Capital
injection is one possible way to help the manager to run the business.
The company sometimes needs to raise new capitals from the market
in order to continue the business. Somepapers assume that the company
can survive forever with forced capital injections. The expected cumula-
tive discounted dividendsminus the expected discounted costs of capital
injections can be regarded as the company's value, the management
seeks to find the join optimal dividend payment and capital injection
strategies that maximize this value. There are many papers on this
topic, for instance, Sethi and Taksar (2002), Avram et al. (2007),
Kulenko and Schmidli (2008) and Yao et al. (2011). However, capital in-
jection is not always profitable when the company is facing the financial
difficulty. L∅kka and Zervos (2008) study the combined optimal divi-
dend and capital injection problem by taking into account the possibility
of bankruptcy. The optimal strategy happens to be either a dividend
barrier strategy without capital injections, or another dividend barrier
strategy with forced injections when surplus is null to prevent bank-
ruptcy, which depends on the parameters of risk model. By adopting

their technique, some extended results are obtained in other risk
models. See, He and Liang (2009), Dai et al. (2010) and Yao et al. (2010).

Reinsurance is an effective tool for insurance companies to control
the risk exposure. Due to its practical importance and theoretical
value, some researchers begin to pay attention to the combined divi-
dend and reinsurance problem. Some literature on this issue includes
Asmussen and Taksar (1997), Choulli et al. (2003), H∅gaard and
Taksar (2004), Cadenillas et al. (2006), Meng and Siu (2011) and Peng
et al. (2012). As we can see, in this literature, the expected value princi-
ple is commonly used as the reinsurance premium principle due to its
simplicity and popularity in practice. Although the variance principle
is another important premium principle, very few papers consider
using it for risk control in a dynamic setting. Zhou and Yuen (2012)
first study the optimal dividend and capital injection problem with re-
insurance under the variance premiumprinciple. Depending onwheth-
er there exist restrictions on dividend rates, they provide the optimal
joint strategies in two different cases, the proportional costs for capital
injections are also considered. In this paper, we continue studying the
optimal dividend, capital injection and reinsurance problem with vari-
ance premium principle in a dynamic setting. Comparing with the
work of Zhou and Yuen (2012), we add the fixed costs for capital injec-
tions and a salvage value at the time of bankruptcy in ourmodel. In real
financialmarket, transaction cost is an unavoidable issue, especially, the
fixed cost (for example, advisory and consulting fees) can generate
some difficult impulse control problems. See, for example, Paulsen
(2008), Bai et al. (2010), Meng and Siu (2011) and Yao et al. (2011).
The salvage value of the insurer can be explained as an insurer's brand
name or agency network. As we know, very little work considers opti-
mal dividend strategies under a salvage (or penalty) for bankruptcy. A
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few examples are Taksar (2000), Gerber et al. (2006), Thonhauser and
Albrecher (2007), Loeffen and Renaud (2010) and Liang and Young
(2012). By including the fixed costs and salvage value, our model is
more realistic. Under some new objective functions, we present the
associated optimal joint dividend, capital injection and reinsurance
strategies. We show, under our model, that the decision to declare
bankruptcy or to collect newcapitals depends on themodel parameters,
which is consistent with the results and idea in L∅kka and Zervos
(2008).

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
framework of this paper and formulate two general optimization prob-
lems concerningwith dividend payments, capital injections and reinsur-
ance under the variance premium principle. In Section 3, we consider
two suboptimal problems in the cases of unrestricted and restricted
rates of dividend payments with forced capital injections. In Section 4,
a similar study is carried out for two suboptimal problems without
considering capital injections. Finally, by comparing the solutions of sub-
optimal problems, we identify the closed-form solutions to the general
optimal problems in Section 5, which depend on the relationships
among the parameters of risk model.

2. Model formulation and the optimal control problem

We first introduce the framework of this paper. Let Ω; F ;Pð Þ be a
probability spacewith thefiltration F tf gsatisfying the usual conditions.
We first present the classical insurance risk model of an insurance
company, which means the surplus of an insurance company can be
modeled by

Ut ¼ xþ ct−
XNt

n¼1

Yn;

where x is the initial surplus, c is the premium rate,Nt is a Poisson process
with constant intensity λ, and random variables Yn's are positive i.i.d.
claims with finite mean μ1 and finite second moment μ22. A reinsurance
contract can be represented by a measurable functional R(·) defined
on the space composed of all positive random variables such that
0≤ R(Y)≤ Y. Under reinsurance R, a positive risk Y is decomposed into
two parts, namely R(Y) and Y − R(Y), where R(Y) is retained by the
insurer and Y−R(Y) is ceded to the reinsurer. Suppose that reinsurance
R is taken for each claim. Then the total ceded risk up to time t is given by
∑Nt

n¼1 Yn−R Ynð Þð Þ , and the aggregate reinsurance premium under the
variance principle takes the form

E
XNt

n¼1

Yn−R Ynð Þð Þ
 !

þ θD
XNt

n¼1

Yn−R Ynð Þð Þ
 !

¼ λ μ1−E R Y1ð Þð Þ þ θE Y1−R Y1ð Þð Þ2
� i

t;
�h

where E and D stand for expectation and variance, respectively, and θN0
is a loading associatedwith the variance of ceded risk. Then the premium
process in the presence of reinsurance R can be written as

UR
t ¼ xþ c−cR

� �
t−
XNt

n¼1

R Ynð Þ; ð2:1Þ

where cR=λ[(μ1−E(R(Y))+θE((Y−R(Y))2] represents the reinsurance
premium rate associated with R. Here we assume that the reinsurance
market is frictionless. This means that the reinsurance premium rate is
equal to the premium rate c=λ(μ1+ θμ22) if the whole risk is ceded to
the reinsurer. We approximate the model (2.1) by a pure diffusion
model {XtR, t≥ 0} with the same drift and volatility. Specifically, XtR sat-
isfies the following stochastic differential equation

XR
t ¼ xþ

Z t

0
θλ μ2

2−E Y1−R Y1ð Þð Þ2
� �

dsþ
Z t

0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λE R Y1ð Þð Þ2� �q

dBs; ð2:2Þ

with X0
R=x, where {Bt,t≥0} is a standard Brownianmotion, adapted to

the filtration FB
t :¼ σ Bs;0≤s≤tf g. From now on, R is assumed to be a

proportional reinsurance policy with R(y) = (1 − a)y. Then we
represent Eq. (2.2) as

Xa
t ¼ xþ

Z t

0
1−a2
� �

θλμ2
2dsþ

Z t

0
1−að Þ

ffiffiffi
λ

p
μ2dBs; ð2:3Þ

with X0
a= x.

Suppose that the proportion a can be adjusted dynamically to
control the risk exposure. Denote Lt as the cumulative amount of divi-
dends paid from time 0 to time t. The capital injection process
Gt ¼ ∑∞

n¼1I τn ≤ tf gηn
� �

is described by a sequence of increasing stopping
times {τn,n=1,2…} and a sequence of random variables {ηn,n=1,2,…},
which represent the times and the sizes of capital injections, respec-
tively. A control strategy π is described by π=(aπ;Lπ;Gπ)=(aπ;Lπ;τ1π,
⋯τnπ,⋯;η1π,⋯,ηnπ,⋯). The controlled surplus process associated with π is
given by

Xπ
t ¼ xþ

Z t

0
1− aπs
� �2	 


θλμ2
2dsþ

Z t

0
1−aπs
� � ffiffiffi

λ
p

μ2dBs−Lπt

þ
X∞
n¼1

I τπn ≤ tf gη
π
n: ð2:4Þ

Definition 2.1. A strategy π=(aπ;Lπ;Gπ) is said to be admissible if

(i) The ceded proportion aπ = at
π is an F B

t -adapted process with
0≤at

π≤1 for all t≥0.
(ii) {Ltπ} is an increasing, FB

t -adapted càdlàg process with L0 −
π =0,

and satisfies that ΔLtπ= Lt
π− Lt−

π ≤Xt−
π for all t≥0.

(iii) {τnπ} is a sequence of stopping timesw.r.t.F B
t , and 0≤τ1πb⋯bτnπb⋯,

a.s..
(iv) ηnπ≥0,n=1,2,⋯ is measurable w.r.t. FB

τπn
.

(v) P lim
n→∞

τπnbT
� �

¼ 0;∀T N0:

The class of admissible strategies is denoted byΠ.
For each strategy π∈Π, the bankruptcy time of the controlled pro-

cess Xtπ is defined as τπ= inf{t : Xtπ b 0}, which is an FB
t -stopping time.

Note that the bankruptcy time could be infinite.

Problem2.1. Wedefine the company's value by the performance func-
tion V(x,π), which is the expected sum of discounted salvage and the
discounted dividends less the expecteddiscounted costs of capital injec-
tions until bankruptcy

V x; πð Þ ¼ Ex β1

Z τπ

0
e−δsdLπs−

X∞
n¼1

e−δτπn β2η
π
n þ K

� �
I τπn ≤τπf g þ Pe−δτπ

 !
:

ð2:5Þ

Ex denotes the expectation conditional on X0
π=x, and δN0 is the dis-

count rate.We regard P≥0 as the salvage value of the insurer; for exam-
ple, an insurer's brand name or agency networkwhichmight be of value
to a potential buyer of the insurer. We assume that the shareholders
need to pay β2η+K to meet the capital injection of η. β2 N 1 measures
the proportional costs, KN0 is the fixed costs. Proportional costs on div-
idend transaction are taken into account through the value of β1, with
0bβ1≤1 representing the net proportion of leakages from the surplus
received by shareholders after transaction costs have been paid. We
are interested in finding the value function

V xð Þ ¼ max
π∈Π

V x;πð Þ ð2:6Þ

and the associated optimal strategy π∗ such that V(x)=V(x,π∗).

Remark 2.1. The case of Pb0 is out of consideration in this paper. Since
the surplus can keep nonnegative by ceding the whole risk to the
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